
 

 
Caregiver Corner: Grade 1–2 

 
 
Dear Caregiver, 
  
Welcome to the first week of summer! It may not be officially summer, but for most of 
you the school year has ended. You may be getting out little by little, or you may still be 
sheltering at home. As you find your summer groove, we are committed to helping you 
and your children stay engaged with reading and learning activities throughout the 
summer weeks. 
  
This week we are exploring Incredible Insects! 
Each day we offer a different activity and provide you with tips to extend the learning. 
  

● Reading Monday: Read Monarch Mystery 
Use the Take and Teach Lesson Key Ideas and Details pages to walk your child 
through the text. 
You may also have your child reread the text on other days this week and guide 
them with the Author’s Purpose, Point of View, or Respond & Extend pages. 

  
● Media Tuesday: Watch Zoom In 

Extend the fun by having your child choose a spot in or near your own home to 
observe. What do they see? 
You might want to have them create their own video to show their observations. 
  

● Writing Wednesday: Write about Migrating 
Extend the activity by having your child choose a different kind of bug to write 
about.  
More to Read!: We provide another title to extend reading on the topic. 
  

● Research Thursday: Bug Report 
Extend the activity by having your child create visuals for their report. Draw 
pictures. See if you can find the bug near your home and take photos. 
  

● Project Friday: Use Symmetry 
Extend the activity by doing it again with another bug shape. 
  

  
Have a great week of reading and learning! 
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INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT 


Options for Teacher-Led Sessions


❍  Key Ideas & Details ....................................... 2


❍  Author’s Purpose ......................................... 4


❍  Point of View ................................................ 6


❍  Respond & Extend ........................................ 8


Online Printables


Vocabulary Network 
Organizer


Oral Reading Record


Comprehension Quiz


Tabletop Minilessons: Reading


Author’s Purpose 


Point of View


TEXT X-RAY


KEY IDEAS  LANGUAGE BACKGROUND & CULTURE


• Sarah’s teacher shows a plant 


to the class. What is it?


• The class sees an egg on the 


plant. It is from a monarch 


butterfly.


• A caterpillar hatches from 


the egg.


• The caterpillar grows, and a 


pupa forms.


• The class discovers the 


monarch mystery.


Key Vocabulary


milkweed (p. 3) 


egg (p. 5)


monarch (p. 5)


butterfly (p. 5)


safe (p. 6)


caterpillar (p. 9)


grew (p. 11)


pupa (p. 12)


fly (p. 15)


Mexico (p. 15)


Explain that monarch 


butterflies cannot survive cold 


temperatures. That is why they 


migrate each year to a warmer 


spot (usually Mexico), hibernate, 


and hatch future generations 


of monarchs. For a monarch 


butterfly, hibernation means 


nesting on a tree branch with 


hundreds of other monarchs.


TEXT COMPLEXITY


READING LEVEL E  OVERALL RATING Slightly Complex


GENRE Mystery


WHY THIS TEXT?


This story presents a classroom with a visitor: a monarch caterpillar that is just about 


to hatch from its egg. Sarah, a student in the class, wants to find out the monarch 


mystery. The text includes multiple sentences on each page, as well as dialogue and 


question words. The text also includes content-area words about the butterfly life 


cycle and butterfly migration.


VOCABULARY NETWORK


Words About Butterflies insect (n.), stage (n.), wings (n.)
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GENERATE INTEREST


Prompt children to make predictions and share 


connections.


• When have you seen a butterfly? What did it look like?


• Where have you seen butterflies land?


BUILD VOCABULARY


Use the Vocabulary Network Organizer to develop 


vocabulary and explore language connections.


• insect (n.), stage (n.), wings (n.)


Key Ideas & Details


GUIDE INSTRUCTION


Build comprehension of the text, using the prompts below as needed.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• One day the teacher showed a plant to the class.


• PICTURE CLUES


English Learner Support


Spanish cognate: planta (plant)


What does Sarah’s teacher show the class? (a plant in a 


pot) What kind of plant is it? (a milkweed plant)


Discuss Have children point out details about the plant 


on page 3, including what kind of flower is on the plant. 


Encourage children to think about how monarch butterflies 


drink from a milkweed flower.


2–3


TEXT EVIDENCE


• The teacher put the plant in a safe place.


• PICTURE CLUES


Why is Sarah pointing to the leaf? (She is asking about the 


egg on the leaf.) What safe place does the teacher choose 


for the plant? (inside an aquarium)


Guide Ask children if they can see the egg on page 3. 


Suggest that the plant is turned in a different direction 


but that the egg is probably on the leaf.


4–5
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EL Support Key ■  ■  ■ Substantial ■  ■ Moderate ■ Light


TEXT EVIDENCE


• “That is a caterpillar,” said the teacher.


• PICTURE CLUES


8–9


What does Sarah see on the leaf? (a caterpillar 


crawling)


Create a Visual Begin a life cycle diagram to keep track 


of the changes in the monarch butterfly. Draw a leaf 


with an egg. Then continue the cycle with a caterpillar 


hatching from the egg. Add steps to the life cycle as you 


and children read.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• The caterpillar ate the milkweed.


• The caterpillar grew.


• PICTURE CLUES


English Learner Support


Have children act out the word grow with their 


hands and arms.


10–11


What happens when the caterpillar eats the leaf? 


(It grows.)


Create a Visual Give children a small piece of paper and 


a hole punch. Tell them the paper is like a leaf and the 


hole punch is like a caterpillar. Then show them how a 


caterpillar “eats” a milkweed leaf. 


TEXT EVIDENCE


• “That is a pupa,” said the teacher. “The caterpillar is 


inside. Soon it will be a butterfly.”


• PICTURE CLUES


English Learner Support


 ■  ■  ■  Point to the pupa. Point to the butterfly.


 ■  ■  Point to things that are green.


 ■  Where is the caterpillar now?


12–15


What is a pupa? (a pod that hangs from a leaf with a 


caterpillar inside) What is the caterpillar doing? (It is 


inside the pupa; it is turning into a butterfly.)


Reread Have children reread pages 12–15 to find 


details about a pupa. Have them tell what a pupa looks 


like when it is first made and how it changes after the 


butterfly comes out.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• “Some monarchs fly to Mexico,” said the teacher.


• “How do they know where to go?” asked Sarah. 


“That is the monarch mystery,” said the teacher.


English Learner Support


Spanish cognate: misterio (mystery)


16


What is the monarch mystery? (how they know how to 


get to Mexico)


Create a Visual Discuss the life cycle diagram and add 


any missing content. Challenge children to think about 


how monarch butterflies survive and when they fly 


back north.
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INTRODUCE THE DRIVING QUESTION


• How do you know an author is writing to give readers information?


Author’s Purpose


GUIDE INSTRUCTION


Use the prompts below to focus on the concept of Author’s Purpose. For additional support on the concept, refer to 


the relevant Tabletop Minilesson.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• “What is that?” asked Sarah. 


• “It’s a milkweed plant,” said the teacher.


• “That is an egg from a monarch butterfly,” said 


the teacher.


• PICTURE CLUES


2–5


How does the teacher inform the class? (He tells 


them about a milkweed plant and an egg from a monarch 


butterfly.)


Discuss Mention that the author uses characters in 


a story to inform readers. Ask children to discuss the 


information they learn in it.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• The teacher put the plant in a safe place.


• PICTURE CLUES


English Learner Support


 ■  ■  ■  This is an aquarium. Point to the plant. It is 
safe inside the aquarium.


 ■  ■  Where is the plant? Where is the flower? 
Where is the aquarium?


 ■  Why does the teacher put the plant inside 
the aquarium?


6–9


Why does the author include the word safe? (The 


author wants to teach how to protect the caterpillar.)


Guide Point out the safe location the author chose 


to include. Ask children why the author included the 


aquarium. (to give information about a specific safe place)
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EL Support Key ■  ■  ■ Substantial ■  ■ Moderate ■ Light


TEXT EVIDENCE


• The caterpillar ate the milkweed.


• The caterpillar grew.


• PICTURE CLUES


10–13


What does the author say about monarch 


caterpillars? (They eat milkweed leaves; they turn into a 


pupa and then a butterfly.)


Reread Have children reread pages 10–13 to find details 


about a butterfly’s life cycle. Ask them what information 


about the stages of a butterfly’s life the story contains.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• “That is a pupa,” said the teacher.


• The monarch butterfly came out one day.


• PICTURE CLUES


English Learner Support


Spanish cognate: día (day)


14–15


What does a butterfly do when it comes out of its 


pupa? (sits on a leaf) Why did the author show this? 


(to teach readers about the butterfly’s life cycle)


Discuss Point out the pupa on page 15. Ask children to 


say what they notice. Have them use description to say 


how the pupa is different from the one on page 13.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• PICTURE CLUES


English Learner Support


Reinforce the concept of the butterfly flying 


away by saying, “Goodbye, butterfly!”


16


What does the class do with the butterfly? (They 


let it go.)


Create a Visual Sketch a simple butterfly. Ask children 


to draw details around the butterfly, such as flowers or 


the sky. Then discuss what butterflies need in the wild. 


Discuss how the author shows readers what butterflies 


do to survive.
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INTRODUCE THE DRIVING QUESTION


• How does knowing a story’s point of view help you understand the story?


Point of View


GUIDE INSTRUCTION


Use the prompts below to focus on the concept of Point of View. For additional support on the concept, refer to the 


relevant Tabletop Minilesson.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• “What is that?” asked Sarah.


• PICTURE CLUES


English Learner Support


 ■  ■  ■  Point to the plant. Point to the flower.


 ■  ■  Where is the plant? Where is the flower?


 ■  What is in the pot?


2–3


Who asks about the milkweed plant? (Sarah) What 


does she ask? (“What is that?”)


Create a Visual Using the milkweed plant in the picture 


as a model, draw a milkweed plant and help children 


name its features. Mention that a student named Sarah is 


asking the teacher for more information.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• “That is an egg from a monarch butterfly,” said 


the teacher.


• PICTURE CLUES


English Learner Support


Ask a volunteer to point out the egg on the 


plant’s leaf. Guide children to conclude that this 


egg is different from other types of eggs, such 


as chicken eggs. For example, it is much smaller 


and is on a leaf.


4–5


What does the teacher explain about the plant? (An 


egg from the monarch butterfly is on the plant.)


Discuss Point out the chalkboard and words in the 


picture. Ask children who they think wrote the words. 


Elicit that the teacher probably wrote important 


vocabulary on the board.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• The teacher put the plant in a safe place.


• PICTURE CLUES


6–7


What do the students see? (their teacher putting the 


plant in an aquarium) Why does he put it there? (It will 


be safe there.)


Discuss Have children discuss why an aquarium is a 


safe place for a plant. Suggest that insects might live on 


the plant, and an aquarium might help them survive. Ask 


children if the teacher is keeping the plant safe or the 


insects safe.
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EL Support Key ■  ■  ■ Substantial ■  ■ Moderate ■ Light


TEXT EVIDENCE


• “That is a caterpillar,” said the teacher.


• PICTURE CLUES


English Learner Support


Teach children a finger play: Caterpillar 
crawling in my hand, caterpillar crawling on the 
ground. Have children suggest where else their 
“caterpillar” can crawl.


8–9


Why does Sarah ask her teacher a question? (She sees 


a caterpillar hatching from the egg.)


Discuss Have children point to the caterpillar in the 


picture and wiggle their finger to show how a caterpillar 


moves. Then have them discuss caterpillars they 


have seen.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• The caterpillar ate the milkweed.


• The caterpillar grew.


• PICTURE CLUES


10–11


What do the students watch? (the caterpillar eating and 


growing) What does the caterpillar eat? (the milkweed 


leaves)


Guide Have children look at the picture on page 10 to 


see how the caterpillar eats. Explain that a caterpillar will 


eat many leaves so that it can grow into a butterfly.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• “That is a pupa,” said the teacher. “The caterpillar is 


inside. Soon it will be a butterfly.”


• PICTURE CLUES


English Learner Support


Show children photos or videos of pupas and 


butterflies.


12–13


What does the teacher explain to Sarah and her 


classmates? (that the caterpillar is inside a pupa, turning 


into a butterfly) Who asks the question? (Sarah)


Reread Prompt children to reread pages 2–12 to find 


third-person point of view clues. Explain that words like 


she, he, they, and character names tell the reader that a 


story is in third person. In contrast, first-person stories 


have a narrator who is a story character, so they contain 


I, me, my, etc.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• “Some monarchs fly to Mexico,” said the teacher.


• “How do they know where to go?” asked Sarah. 


“That is the monarch mystery,” said the teacher.


• PICTURE CLUES


14–16


How do the students learn that monarchs fly to 


Mexico? (Their teacher tells them.) Why does he talk 


about the monarch mystery? (Sarah asks him how 


monarchs know where to go.)


Guide Show children a map of the United States and 


Mexico. Explain that the teacher in this story is talking 


about these places on the map.
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Hands-On Activity


Look for Butterflies


• Go outside to look for 


butterflies. What butterflies 


can you find? 


• Give yourself three points 


for big butterflies, two for 


small butterflies, and one for 


moths.


• Discuss with the group how 


moths are different from 


butterflies.


GUIDE INSTRUCTION


Explain that children will be using what they have read and their own opinions to respond to the text. Then assign 


and support one or more of the activities below.


GENERATE INTEREST


• What does Sarah know about butterflies before she sees one in class?


• What does she know after her class learns about butterflies?


Respond & Extend


Research Connection


Read about Butterflies


• Research monarchs by doing 


an online search or reading 


nonfiction books. 


• Draw what you learn about 


migration.


• Share where monarchs come 


from and where they will go.


Project


Use Symmetry


• Cut a butterfly shape and 


fold in half. 


• Paint an orange and black 


design on one side. 


• Fold your butterfly again. 


What happens to the paint?


• Share your monarch 


and explain why it is 


symmetrical.


Response Writing


Write about Migrating


• Imagine you are a migrating 


butterfly. What is it like to fly 


for miles and miles?


• Write to complete this 


sentence: I am migrating. 


I will .


• Share with the group.


Vocabulary & Language


Use Asked and Said


• Reread pages 2–16 to find 


the words asked and said. 


How are they used? 


• With a partner, use the 


words in sentences about 


yourselves.


• Share your ideas with 


the group.
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